Penetration Testing
as a Service (PTaaS)
3GRC offers Penetrating Testing as a Service (PTaaS) to support regular penetration
testing programmes. This is achieved through Platform driven tracking and remediation,
with added value in the form of regular vulnerability scans. 3GRC provide PTaaS as a
flexible consumption of normal penetration testing days in a multiple year term.

What PTaaS Delivers
Platform
3GRC driven Penetration Testing as a Service provides
access to the 3GRC Platform throughout the entire
engagement, allowing consistent tracking and task
management of remediation activities of identified
vulnerabilities. Rather than simply working with a paper
report of issues, this enhances the process by permitting
real time tracking of remediation. The population of
vulnerabilities within the 3GRC Platform also permits
trend identification of issues found.

Project vs Programme
Penetration Testing

Additionally, 3GRC offer Platform licenses which permits
further audits and assessments across a wide range of
use cases, including third party management and internal
compliance reviews.

●● Identified vulnerabilities are not
remediated in a timely manner

Scoping and Implementation

●● Limited management information
on results

3GRC offer a consistent scoping process through the
Platform’s use. All scoping documentation is securely
transferred and retained for audit purposes throughout.
This process is streamlined to minimise effort, accelerating
the time to test.
Vulnerability Scanning
To support penetration testing, 3GRC conducts regular
external vulnerability scanning to identify emerging issues.
Vulnerabilities discovered are uploaded to the 3GRC
Platform, providing a single, comprehensive view of risk
and threat to the organisation.
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Penetration testing is often treated as a
tactical fix to business requirements, rather
than scheduled and tracked to ensure it
is part of a wider, effective programme.
Common challenges include:

●● Lack in consolidated visibility of test
results and common trends

●● Inconsistent scoping and
scheduling processes
3GRC believe that effective penetration
testing programmes work to build
frameworks and mechanisms which
alleviate these challenges.

Datasheet

Whether the requirements are for applications
or infrastructure, 3GRC provides one simple
model for consumption utilising our experienced
Penetration Testers. Applying context is
important to our testing, and therefore over
time the PTaaS approach allows consolidation
of information into a single view, rather than
fragmented paper-based reports.

Pricing
3GRC is pleased to offer PTaaS in a simple, flexible consumption model based on per annum figures:

Number of
Penetration
Testing Days

Number of
3GRC Platform
Entities

Number of
Vulnerability
Scan IPs

Pricing

PTaaS 10

10

10

10

£9,500

PTaaS 20

20

20

20

£19,000

PTaaS 30

30

30

30

£27,750

PTaaS 50

50

50

50

£45,000

PTaaS 100

100

100

100

£85,000

PTaaS Model

Contact us

01256 639 460

For more information on PTaaS, please contact
your 3GRC sales representative.

sales@3grc.co.uk
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